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BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION
This invention relates to highway crossing signal con
trol systems for railroads.
The use of high speed trains over railroads having
substantially continuous rail has made the protection of
highway crossings by the control of highway crossing
signals more difficult and expensive. In such systems it
is desirable to provide crossing protection without the
use of insulated joints, and without requiring the loca
tion of apparatus at points. remote from the highway
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crossing.

Some highway crossing control systems are of the 15
type wherein a uniform warning time is computed by
the use of motion detectors for sensing the speed of
railway vehicles approaching a highway crossing. These
systems generally use control apparatus that is subject
to failure, and such failure in some cases can fail to pro 20
vide energization of a warning signal at the highway
crossing when a train is approaching.
An object of the present invention is to provide an
improved highway crossing signal control system which
substantially obviates the disadvantages of the de 25
scribed prior systems.
SUMMARY OF INVENTION

A highway crossing signal control system for rail

roads is provided having an alternating current trans 30

mitter for delivering its output to track rails in close
proximity to one side of a highway crossing and having
an alternating current receiver for receiving an input
potential through the track rails at a point in close
proximity to the other side of the highway crossing. An
output of the receiver is used for controlling the cross
ing signal. An approach motion detector is provided
that is governed by the output of the receiver and acti
vated alternately to first and second conditions in re
sponse to a decrease or no decrease respectively in the
input potential for detecting approach of a railway ve
hicle to the highway crossing. Similarly, a leaving mo

tion detector is governed by the output of the receiver
and activated alternately to first and second conditions
in response to an increase or no increase respectively
in the input potential for detecting a railway vehicle
leaving the crossing. Control means is provided that is
governed by the approach motion detector and the
leaving motion detector for selectively rendering the
highway crossing signal active or inactive in accor
dance with whether a vehicle is approaching or leaving
the highway crossing respectively. A checking circuit is
provided that is normally active for periodically check
ing the ability of the approach detection means to re
spond to a small increase in potential across the track
rails comparable to the approach of a slow moving rail
way vehicle at a time when there is no railway vehicle
in approach of the crossing. The highway crossing sig
nal is maintained inactive dependent upon the normal
activity of the checking means. The invention is illus
trated in the drawings wherein:
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AMD.

A leaving motion detector LMD is also provided and
is governed by an output along line 15 from receiver 13

for detecting a railway vehicle leaving the area of the

highway crossing 12. The leaving motion detector
LMD is activated alternately to first and second condi
tions in response to an increase or no increase respec
tively in the input potential over line 15 from receiver
3.

Control circuits are provided for the signal 4 includ
ing a relay XR whose energization is governed jointly
by outputs of the approach motion detector AMD and
the leaving motion detector LMD.
Checking circuits are provided in the control of the
relay XR for periodically checking the ability of the ap
proach detector to respond to a small decrease in po
tential across the track rails comparable to the ap
proach of a slow moving railway vehicle. These check
ing circuits are effective at a time when there is no rail
way vehicle in approach of the crossing. As long as the
checking means is operable periodically, the relay XR
is maintained in its picked up position for extinguishing
the signal 14.
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Transmitter 10 is connected across the track rails 11

through a resistor 16 which is periodically shunted by
a timer T. The timer T1 alternately shunts and un
shunts the resistor 16 at intervals that can be, for exam

ple 1.9 seconds and 2.5 seconds respectively. This
pulses the potential across the track rails as is illus
trated in FIG. 2.

A second timer T2 is provided for periodically gener
ating pulses for governing operation of the motion de
tectors AMD and LMD. For this embodiment of the
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present invention, the timer T2 can be assumed to time
successive one second cycles during which an ON out
put is delivered for 60 milliseconds and an OFF output
is delivered for 940 milliseconds.
The motion detectors AMD and LMD are of the sam
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FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram of a high crossing sig

nal control system as a preferred embodiment of the
present invention; and
FIG. 2 is a time sequence chart showing diagrammat
ically the normal times of operations of the approach
and leaving relays in accordance with the checking sys

2

tem. With reference to FIG. 1, a highway crossing sig
nal control system is illustrated having an alternating
current transmitter 10 delivering a fixed frequency out
put across track rails 11 at the left-hand side of a high
way crossing 12. An alternating current receiver 3 is
connected across the track rails 11 at the right-hand
side of the crossing 12. An output of the receiver 13 is
used to control a highway crossing signal 4.
An approach motion detector AMD is provided hav
ing its input obtained from an output of the receiver 13
over line 15 for detecting approach of a railway vehicle
to the highway crossing. The approach motion detector
is activated alternately to first and second conditions in
response to a decrease or no decrease respectively in
the input potential to the approach motion detector
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ple and hold type, the motion detector AMD sensing a
decrease in track circuit potential and thus detecting
motion toward the crossing while the motion detector
LMD senses an increase in potential across the track
rails and thus detects trains leaving the crossing area.
The motion detector AMD comprises a sample and
hold circuit having an input resistor R connected to an
operational amplifier 17 through an FET transistor 18.
A capacitor C1 is connected across the operational am
plifier for storing a sample voltage. A resistor R2
bridges the FET 18 and the operational amplifier 7,
and the combination of resistors R1 and R2 sets the
proportions for the amplification of amplifier 17. Pulse
generator T2 gates the FET 18 switch and allows the
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FET 18 to turn on amplifier 17 when the pulse genera
tor T2 is in an ON condition. During this ON time, a
sample of the potential at point A is taken and fed into
amplifier 17 to be held on capacitor C1. This sample is
then held in amplifier 17 for the OFF period of the
pulse generator T2. At the next succeeding ON time of
timer T2, the output of amplifier 17 at point B is com
pared with the input at A by a voltage divider circuit for

which in turn prevents energization of the crossing sig
nal 14 by maintaining back contact 27 open.
To consider the mode of operation of the system
upon passage of the train, it will be assumed that a vehi
cle approaches the crossing from either direction. Such

a transistor 19 including resistors R3 and R4. The tran
sistor 19 is of the PNP type so as to be turned on by a
decrease in receiver input potential sensed by the sam
ple and hold circuit. An approach relay AR is included

approach causes a continuous decrease in the voltage

10

in the emitter-collector circuit of the transistor 19 so as

to be energized in response to sensing a decrease in po
tential across the track rails 11.

5

The leaving motion detector LMD has a similar
structure to that described in detail for the approach
motion detector AMD except that it is responsive only

to increases in voltage potential across the track rails

11 as compared to the approach motion detector AMD

being responsive only to decreases in potential across
the track rails 11. Thus the leaving motion detector
LMD has a sample and hold circuit similar to the one
described in detail for the approach motion detector
relay AMD, but it differs from the approach motion de
tector in that the transistor 20 of leaving motion detec

and discharged. The dropping away of relay CK opens

20

After the rear end of the train has cleared the area of

rails 11 starts to increase, and in accordance with such

25

30

sive to the turning on of transistor 20.
The timer T1 periodically shunts resistor 16 at the
specified rate, and thus produces a potential across the
track rails varying periodically as is illustrated in FIG.

2. The rate of the timer T2 is also illustrated in FIG. 2. 35

Assuming that each ON period of the timer T2 is also
a sampling period, the operation of the relays AR and
LR under normal conditions, with no trains present,
can be plotted as is shown in FIG. 2. More specifically,

the pulse 21 calls for a sampling showing an increase in
potential across the track rails 11, and thus causes the
picking up of relay LR. Pulse 22 does nothing because
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however, there has been a change to a lower potential

45

its comparison with the rail potential at the time 21
shows no change in potential. At the time of pulse 23,

across the track rails 11, thus causing the picking up of
the approach relay AR. It will be readily apparent that
the relative time setting of the timers T1 and T2 is such
that the relays LR and AR are 7 altnerately actuated

periodically during normal conditions of the system to
test their ability to respond to small changes in the in
ter-rail potential.
The normal operability of the relays AR and LR as
has been described is checked by a check relay CK
which is normally in its picked up position, but be

increase, the relay LR is picked up in the leaving mo
tion detector LMD. This relay is steadily energized at
this time, and the approach relay AR, which responds
only to decreases in input to the receiver 13, is steadily
in its dropped away position. Under these conditions,
a circuit is established to start a timing period of a one
shot timer T3. This circuit includes back contact 28 of
approach relay AR, front contact 29 of relay LR and
back contact 30 of relay CK. The rendering active of
the one-shot timer 73 in this manner closes a circuit to
energize the relay XR through front contact 31 of timer
T3, back contact 32 of relay CK and back contact 33
of approach motion detector relay AR. The energiza
tion of relay XR under these conditions causes the ex
tinguishing of the highway crossing signal 14 by the
opening of back contact 27 of relay XR. If a second
train should approach the crossing during this time, the
picking up of the approach relay AR would be effective
to cause the dropping way of relay XR by opening its

circuit at back contact 33 and thus rendering the signal
14 again active upon the closure of back contact 27.
The timer T3 is to release the signal 14 positively

upon clearance of the crossing 12 until the vehicle has
had time to proceed far enough away from the crossing
so that the normal conditions are established for the
50

pulsing of approach relays AR and LR so as to pick up
the relay CK and close front contact 26 in the control
circuit for the relay XR to maintain the highway cross
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ing signal 14 inactive after the expiration of the time of
the timer T3 has been initiated by energization of its

60

one and only one entire time interval irrespective of the
condition of the initiating circuit.
Having described a highway crossing signal control
system as a preferred embodiment of the present inven

the one-shot timer T3. It is to be understood that once

comes dropped away to manifest an abnormal condi
tion in case of failure of either the approach relay AR
or the leaving relay LR to follow the normal pulsing

pattern. A capacitor C2 is alternately charged through
front contact 24 and back contact 25 of relays AR and
LR respectively, and discharged through back contact
24 and front 25 of relays AR and LR respectively and
through the winding of relay CK. Relay CK is made
slow to drop away so as to be maintained picked up
during the charging of capacitor C2. With a check relay
CK in its picked up position, front contact 26 of this
relay energizes the crossing signal control relay XR,

front contact 26 to cause the dropping away of the
crossing control relay XR so as to activate the signal 14.
upon closure of back contact 27.

the highway crossing 12, the potential across the track

tor LMD is of the NPN type so as to be responsive only

to increases in potential sensed by the associated sam
ple and hold circuit. A relay LR is connected in the
emitter-collector circuit of transistor 20 to be respon

potential sensed by receiver 13 across the rails 1 at the
highway crossing 12, and in accordance with this con
tinuous decrease in voltage, the approach motion de
tector relay Ar is maintained actuated continuously.
Relay AR is made to be slow enough to drop away to
be maintained picked up for the time between succes
sive sampling periods.
Because of the relay AR being maintained steadily
picked up, the check relay CK is dropped away upon
failure of the capacitor C2 to be periodically charged

control circuit, it will maintain its contact 31 closed for

tion, it is to be understood that various modifications

and alterations may be made to the specific embodi
ment shown without departing from the spirit or scope
of the invention.
What is claimed is:
65

1. A highway crossing signal control system for rail
roads having an alternating current transmitter for de
livering its output to track rails in close proximity to
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one side of a highway crossing and having an alternat

ing to claim 1 wherein the control means is governed
by the checking means for deactivating the crossing sig
nal when the checking means is active.
4. A highway crossing signal control system accord
ing to claim wherein the checking means includes

ing current receiver for receiving an input potential
through the track rails at a point in close proximity to
the other side of the highway crossing, an output of the
receiver being used for controlling the crossing signal,
wherein the improvement comprises:
a. approach motion detection means governed by the
output of the receiver and activated alternately to
first and second conditions in response to a de
crease or no decrease respectively in the input po
tential for detecting approach of a railway vehicle
to the highway crossing,
b. leaving motion detection means governed by the
output of the receiver and activated alternately to
first and second conditions in response to an in
crease or no increase respectively in the input po
tential for detecting a railway vehicle leaving the
crossing,
c. control means governed by the approach detection
means and the leaving detection means for selec
tively rendering the highway crossing signal active

means for periodically modulating the output of the

transmitter.
10

5. A highway crossing signal control system accord
ing to claim 4 wherein the checking means includes a
resistor connected in series with the output of the trans
mitter and checking timing means is provided for peri
odically alternately shunting and unshunting the resis
to.

15
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or inactive in accordance with whether a vehicle is
approach or leaving the highway crossing respec
tively, and

6

w

d. checking means normally active for periodically 25
checking the ability of the approach detection
means to respond to a small decrease in potential
across the track rails comparable to the approach
of a slow moving railway vehicle at a time when
there is no railway vehicle in approach of the cross 30
ing.
2. A highway crossing signal control system accord
ing to claim 1 wherein the checking means is operable
when there is no railway vehicle in approach of the
crossing to alternately check operability of the ap 35
proach motion detection means to be actuated to the
first condition in response to slow motion of a railway
vehicle in approach of the crossing and to the second
condition in response to no motion of a railway vehicle
in approach of the crossing.
40
3. A highway crossing signal control system accord
45

SO
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6. A highway crossing signal control system accord
ing to claim 5 wherein the check timing means alter
nately shunts and unshunts the resistor for relatively
short and long time intervals respectively.
7. A highway crossing signal control system accord
ing to claim 1 wherein the motion detector means are
of a sample and hold type and sample timing means is
provided for timing sampling intervals.
8. A highway crossing signal control system accord
ing to claim 1 wherein the checking means is also oper
able to periodically render the leaving motion detec
tion means alternately active and inactive.
9. A highway crossing signal control system accord
ing to claim 1 wherein first and second timing means is
provided for respectively timing checking periods of
the checking means and sampling periods for the mo
tion detection means, the duration of the checking pe
riods being greater than the duration of the sampling
periods.
10. A highway crossing signal control system accord

ing to claim 1 wherein the control means includes a bi
nary device having an activated state for deemergizing
the crossing signal and circuit means is provided for ac

tivating the device requiring the periodic operation be

tween their first and second conditions of at least one
of the motion detection means.
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